
There has been a consistent gap in the information and cyber-
security industry between available positions and the amount 
of talented staff to fill those roles. Companies looking to hire are 
often faced with few or unqualified candidates, causing a strain 
on internal resources and difficulty executing pressing initiatives.

Over the last year, DirectDefense worked with an existing  
customer to place three qualified individuals. The company  
had expressed a staffing shortage in roles specific to compliance 
with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), which is intended to protect 
shareholders and the public from accounting errors and fraudu-
lent practices by enterprises, and improve the accuracy  
of corporate disclosures. 

Because of our specific focus on cybersecurity and compliance, 
we are able to provide qualified candidates who can fill both full-
time and contract roles that in many cases, as with this example, 
are quite specialized or niche for the industry. In this particular 
engagement, we were able to:

With decades of experience in cybersecurity and compliance, 
DirectDefense has a large network to tap into when it comes 
to helping companies fill staffing needs. Typically, we are able 
to grow our relationships with companies over time and fill 
additional roles as they become necessary.

How DirectDefense 
Applied Cybersecurity and 
Compliance Expertise to Fill 
One Organization’s Niche 
Roles with Talented Staff
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FINDING THE RIGHT TALENT 
TO HELP BRING A COMPANY 
INTO SOX COMPLIANCE

Identify individuals whose location and  
qualifications met the company’s needs

01.

03. Satisfy a unique need for a bi-lingual  
employee also skilled at SOX compliance

02. Provide qualified candidates for the  
specified roles within a week’s time



Preparation

Finding Qualified Candidates  
in a Short Time Frame

Because this organization was an existing DirectDefense client, 
the talent acquisition relationship came about quite naturally 
between the company’s account executive and our Talent 
Acquisition team. The company had compliance projects it 
needed to complete, but were behind schedule due to a lack 
of available or qualified staff. The company was also not in a 
position to hire for a full-time role. 

Our Talent Acquisition team was able to bring some key  
benefits to the table:

• Deep knowledge of cybersecurity roles and what  
is needed

• A focus on cybersecurity rather than just general IT staffing

• An ability to ask the right questions to establish a candidate’s 
core abilities and talents

• Connections within a vast industry network and a robust 
database of highly-qualified candidates

• A non-traditional, less general approach to candidate 
searches that uncovers more unique talent in more  
locations by focusing on specific job functions

Once the staffing needs for this organization were identified, 
we were able to immediately tap into our expansive staffing 
network and locate qualified individuals to fill those roles. 

Once the staffing needs  
for this organization were 
identified, we were able to  
immediately tap into our  
expansive staffing network 
and locate qualified  
individuals to fill those roles. 



Execution

Filling Niche Roles with the Right Individuals

One staffer brought a deep knowledge of the organization’s 
devices and tools, and was able to significantly move the needle 
on a SOX access control project.

Another individual came on as a Senior SOX Compliance Analyst 
and brought not only experience in compliance reporting, but 
was bi-lingual, which enabled the company to successfully train 
its Latin American team in system security for U.S.-based  
compliance frameworks.

The third placement, a Compliance Tech Writer, helped the  
client in developing and documenting the SOX compliance  
manual, which helped create better awareness of SOX  
guidelines and rules for the organization.

Maintenance

Continuing a Relationship Built  
on Performance and Trust

DirectDefense has maintained an ongoing relationship with  
this company following the successful placement of the  
three staffers.

The placements met the company’s specific need to hire  
locally-based individuals, and did so in a week-long time frame,  
which was a vast improvement over the multi-week time frame 
they were getting from other recruiting vendors.



Key Achievements  
and Takeaways
• Our Talent Acquisition team was able to meet very specific 

staffing needs in a week’s time, significantly advancing  
the company’s ability to complete necessary SOX  
compliance projects.

• The individuals we were able to place at this company 
brought unique skills and qualifications to the table that 
greatly enhanced the work they were hired to perform.

• Because we focus on the cybersecurity industry and have 
extensive expertise in compliance, we are uniquely positioned 
to locate qualified, capable candidates for staffing needs at 
companies in diverse industries. 

• We are able to save companies time and increase efficiency 
by providing highly-qualified candidates in a timely fashion.

DirectDefense information security and managed services 
experts bring years of industry experience to our clients and are 
poised to fulfill the staffing needs that are becoming harder and 
harder to meet. 

Contact Us Today! 
If your organization is experiencing a staffing shortage and would like to locate quality  
full-time or contract individuals to execute projects, we’re ready to help. 
Visit directdefense.com or call 1 888 720 4633.
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